New Circles Continue to Bloom

How is your circle connecting during these distanced times? There are still new circles forming - books can be mailed!

Be Our Guest!

Join SCGLR on Friday, April 24 for the FREE 45-minute screening of *No Small Matter* at 10am. Your RSVP is required.

*No Small Matter* is the first feature documentary to explore the most overlooked, underestimated, and powerful force for change in America today: early childhood education.

Through poignant stories and surprising humor, the film lays out the overwhelming evidence for the importance of the first five years and reveals how our failure to act on that evidence has resulted in an everyday crisis for American families and a slow-motion catastrophe for the country.

This is a statewide effort brought to Florida early learning advocates through our official screening partner, the Florida Grade-Level Reading Campaign.

Joy Thomas Moore Returns. If you participated in *The Power of Presence* book circles or are just looking for another way to connect, join The Patterson Foundation and Joy for three one-hour webinars.

Are Stepping Forward book circles connected to better Census 2020 response rates?

Help The Patterson Foundation discover which zipcodes book circles are taking place and how their communities might be over-achieving when it comes to Census 2020 response rates.

Respond [HERE](#).

If you haven’t completed the Census do that [HERE](#).

Continue the Conversation

A2A Moments is a weekly update of photos, moments of possibilities, feedback, and stories that book circles share with The Patterson Foundation.

Don’t forget to send in your tidbits to hsaegerkarnei@thepattersonfoundation.org to be featured in an upcoming A2A Moments!

Help The Patterson Foundation see where people in the four-county area are stepping forward! Add your zip code to this [PollEverywhere](#) - we’ll share the results in upcoming newsletters.

[Click on the link below](https://wke.lt/w/s/N-lf0-7) for a social media compilation on A2A book circles!